Dawnmist ESC-VR Range: User Instructions

Rev 1.1a

Electronic Speed Controllers with Potentiometer Input.
The Dawnmist Studio ESC-VR range comprises reversing and non-reversing models ranging in
output current from 20 to 50 Amps, and all are rated to operate at input voltages of up to 30 volts
maximum (except for the low-voltage ESC-20-LV-VR, which is rated up to 14V). A potentiometer
with knob (supplied) controls the output; the user may remove this and provide a 0–5 volt signal
instead. A range of failsafe and diagnostic features are built in. Dawnmist ESCs employ advanced
technology developed for high-speed computing applications to regulate the motor’s speed with
maximum efficiency and minimum heat dissipation (wasted energy). Generous safety margins in
the design allow the ESCs to be operated at up to twice their rated power for short surges (up to 5
seconds). The microprocessor in the speed controller constantly performs self-test functions and
will shut the motor down safely if it develops a fault.
Dawnmist ESCs set a new standard in efficiency, reliability and safety, and are the result of a
long and involved (and ongoing) research program aimed at developing the very best in model
avionics.

Wiring Up
Wiring the ESC into your system is simple: just connect the battery and motor to the cables as
labelled on the unit.
When connecting the battery and motor, be sure that your connections are good enough to stand
the large currents involved. The cables of the ESC can be cut down to length if required. It is
preferable to keep the power cables as short as possible in order to minimize energy loss and
possible radio interference from the motor. A fast-acting fuse connected between the battery and
the input of the ESC is advisable — because of the very high conduction efficiency of the switching
circuit in the ESC, enormous (and possibly dangerous) currents of up to kilo-amp magnitude could
flow if the motor were short-circuited.
The ESC may be mounted using double-sided tape. On the ESC-50, please be aware that the
protruding brass heatsink is not isolated from the circuit and should therefore not be allowed to
touch any bare wires or system earth.
The ESC range includes basic suppression for motor-generated electrical noise, though
supplementary suppression might be advisable for some applications. This is normally effected
by a capacitor across the motor. Motor manufacturers often give specific advice about suppression
of their products for critical applications.

Operation
Basic operation is simple: for the non-reversing ESC-VR models, the zero point is with the knob
fully left, while with the reversing RevESC-VR units, the zero is in the centre of the knob’s travel.
Turning left reverses the motor, right gives forward motion. The reverse ‘gear’ is limited to 50%
of full power (except if the ‘EQ-R’ option has been ordered).
The ESCs have a number of safety features. A false-start interlock exists to avoid accidents in case
the system is switched on with the knob not at zero. In this case, the motor does not move. The
interlock is released as soon as the knob is set at the zero point. This interlock only applies when
battery power is first switched on.
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Technical Specifications
Product Title:
Size/Rating (ESC20-VR):
Size/Rating (ESC30-VR):
Size/Rating (ESC50-VR):
Size/Rating (RevESC20-VR):
Size/Rating (RevESC20LV-VR):
Size/Rating (RevESC30-VR):
Supply Voltage (ESC-VR):
Supply Voltage (RevESC-VR):
Supply Voltage (RevESC20LV-VR):
Input:
Failsafe:
Processor:
Approvals:

Dawnmist ESC-VR and RevESC-VR family
20A cont, 40A surge, non-reversing, 40 28 9 mm, 9 gram (ex. cables)
30A cont, 60A surge, non-reversing, 40 28 9 mm, 9 gram (ex. cables)
50A cont, 100A surge, non-reversing, 78 28 9 mm, 17 gram (ex. cables)
20A cont, 40A surge, reversing, 78 28 19 mm, 36 gram (ex. cables)
20A cont, 40A surge, reversing, 78 28 19 mm, 36 gram (ex. cables)
30A cont, 60A surge, reversing, 78 28 19 mm, 36 gram (ex. cables)
7.2V min, 30V max.
8.4V min, 30V max.
4.8V min, 14V max.
1 channel from potentiometer
Automatic, built in
20MHz RISC 
 specifications
Meets relevant

Warranty and Support
The ESC range comes with a limited warranty against defects in parts and workmanship for a
period of one year after purchase. This does not cover damage caused by overload, misuse,
impact or unauthorised modification, and is limited to the repair or replacement of the defective
unit. Consequential losses of any sort are not covered, and it is stressed that it is the purchaser’s
responsibility to ensure that this product is used safely and properly. This does not affect your
statutory rights.
Dawnmist products are engineered to a high standard, and we want you to get the best out of
them. If you have any difficulties, please email tech@dawnmist.org.
Dawnmist Studio, Exwick, Exeter EX4 2LJ, United Kingdom (UK)
http://www.dawnmist.org
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